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energy on che order of 1 billion per second ac each
crossing, clearly a nontrival detection problem.
This paper discuaees Che ISABELLE project, which
hat the objective of conatrueting a high-energy proton
colliding beat facility at Brookhaven National
Laboratory. The majoc technical feature* of the intersecting storage accelerators with their projected
performance are described. Application of over 1000
superconducting magnets in the two ringa represent* the
salient characteristic of the machine. The status of
Che entire project, the technical progress made so far,
and difficulties encountered are reviewed.
Introduction
The quest by che high energy physics community for
bigger and better machines has for many years provided
che stimulus and support of significant research and development in che field of superconductivity. After a
long march, the efforts begin co pay off with large
3cale application of superconducting oagnets becoming
che essential ingredient in the building of new accelerators. In 1978 the construction at Srookhave?
National Laboratory of a proton-proton colliding baa*
facility under the auspices of the U.S. Oepartnent of
Energy wata authorized.1 This facility, known as
ISABELLE, will represent on* of the most powerful
instruments available world-wide in the 1980's to carry
out particle physics research. This paper aCtempts to
give a general review of the technical features of the
project and che status of che aajor accelerator
component*. In line with the special interest of this
audience, emphasis will be placed on the discussion of
superconducting magnets as w»ll as the associated
cryogenic and vacuum system*.. Further information may
be found in earlier reviews and publications.2'3
Frost its inception, ISABELLE waa intended to serve
as a major high energy facility which implied the following design criteria:
i) Available Energy - Originally conceived as
200 • 200 GeV storage rings, the energy objectives were
increased co 4C0 • 400 GeV reflecting che expectations
of the high-energy physics community as expressed by che
1977 Viodi Hole panel. Equal co Che top energy ia importance is ISABELLE's broad operating range covering
che energiea from injection «c 30 GeV to peak field at
400 GeV.
HI
High Interaction gate - Reaching a high luminosity
remains ISABELLE's strongest asset, in particular now
that two other higher-energy colliding beam experiments
ac CEUt and FRAL are under construction. The luminosity
at ISABELLE is projected to be 2 x 10 3 Z cm"2 sec'L
in the standard insertions a£ top energy. At lower
energy the luminosity decreases with beam height or che
square root of energy. Modifications to the insertion
layout ahould eventually allow luminosities of about
1 0 " cm"2 sec"1. Thais luminosity levels
can be echieved with 8 A beams in eech ring. In order
to assure long beam life time and low radiation
background operation of ISABELLE for colliding beam
experiments will use coasting unbunehed beams. Even so,
the expected interaction rate reaches about 40 MHi
resulting in a total particle production rate at cop

"Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Department of Energy.

iii) Experimental Flexibility - In colliding beam
experiments the clear distinction aachina/experiaent
disappears. An adequate number as well as an appropriate design of insertions thus becomes of paramount
importance. Financial constraints restricted che
number of crossing points to six. Each beam crossing
will take place in Che center of 60-n magnet-free
straight sections.
iv) Superconducting Magnets - Although a topic of
considerable debete at che inception of ISABELLE, che
use of superconducting magnets has been accepted by
now .as the best overall solution for highest-energy
proton accelerators and storage rings and no further
justification it here required. The optimum choice
of peak field is, on che other hand, noc so obvious.
The relecive ease with which 40 kC (i.e. Che design
value of Che 2C0 GeV version; was rtached and even
exceeded* suggested Chat SO kC would be a responsible design value for che 400 GeV rings. Rowever, che
new superconducting magnet technology is turning out
to be more arduous Chan had been anticipated and che
recent full size prcproducsion dipoles performed below expectation. The magnet status and Che R&D
efforts co,improve it will be discussed in some
detail.
v) Expandability - Retaining che option of'expanding the scope of ISABELLE by adding more rings,
either for protons or electrons, is one of che baaic
design criteria. Presently under consideration is che
possibility of tn electron ring of about 12 GeV energy
in a separata tunnel. The option of adding a
booster to permit acceleration and colliding bean*
of heavy ions arouses equal interest.
General Description
The configuration of ISABELLE is essentially a
hexagon with rounded corners. The machine consists of
two identical rings for che accumulation, acceleration, and storage of proton beams. The two rings,
identified as blue and yellow, are in che same horizontal plane allowing for intersections at six crossing points where che counter-rotating beams collide
with each other. The two rings are magnetically separated to allow operation with unequal energiea.
Since the rings are Co be filled from the ACS using
synchronous beam transfer, their circumference was
chosen as exactly 4-3/4 times Che circussference of che
ACS, or 3833.8 m. Almost half of che circumference is
contained in Che six insertions, th* rest in
the regular arcs. It has become customary co
distinguish inner and outer arcs as veil as inner and
outer half insertions by cheir clock position.
Conventional F cilitiat
The ISADEIAE facility is located in the northwest
corner o£ Che Brookhaven sice (Fig. 1). The complex
encompasses an area of approximately 600 acres of
which about one-half will be occupied by the main ring
tunnel, experimental areas, access roads, and utility
right-of-ways. The tunnel consists of a oultiplata
arch erected on a continuous reinforced concrete sleb;
its construction is scheduled for completion in
July 1981.

The circular tunnel structure has a width of 5 a
and is 3.4 a high. The tunnel dimensions ara tight but
adequate as the experience with the First Cell tast
tunnel demonstrated. Transport of magnate alongside
magneta already installed is facilitated by using
special rail-guided vehicles. The ring seperetion in
the regular area ia 95.2 em froa quadrupole center-tocenter. ISABELLS beam level is 1.27 m above floor.
The largeet and central service facility is the
ISABELLE Service Building. This building is located at
che 5 o'clock position in the ring and ia the center of
all machine operations. This structure contains about
30,000 square feet gross area and supports the three
main functions, i.e., cryogenic, main magnet power and
rf, and che main control for tha accelerator. Physical
separation of the compressor building waa necessary in
order to keep noise of the helium compressor at a minimum. Three equipment alcovea per sextant, in addition
co Che areas in the support buildings at the
experimental areaa, provide the necessary space for
electronic racks and support equipment in the ring.
Space for tha rf cavities is provided in a special enclosure structure at Che 5 o'clock sextant, and space
for injection and extraction equipment exists In the
vicinity of the injection tunnels.
The experimental areaa conaist of a Vidt-Angla hall
at 6 o'clock, aajor facilities at 8 o'clock and 10
o'clock, and a Small-Angle hall at 2 o'clock. There are
two open areea at 12 o'clock and 4 o'clock which
initially will be hard stands without any detailed
structures. Construction of tha Hide Angle hall, open
area at 4 o'clock, and Small Angle hall has started.
Conventional construction for che project is scheduled
to end by April 1983. Progress so far ia impressive and
no delays are expected.
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Lattice and Experimental Insertions
Tha design of tba aegnecic focussing structure
resulted fron a coaproaiae between aperture considerations and th«< desire to inject well above the transition energy. The resulting lattice configuration is
shown in Fig. 2. The transition energy ia 17.6 GeV,
sufficiently below injection with 29.4 GeV. Tha tuna
of the aachine U noainally 22.6, both in the
horizontal and vertical planaa. The contribution to
tha tuna froa Che insertiona ia 9 (i.e., 6 x 1.5) with
the regular arcs providing the reat. Inner and outer
area are constructed with identical separated function
magnets. The resulting saall gradient differencea ara
corrected by quadrupole tria coils. Each are contains
9 airror symmetric regular cells with a Q7/2 BBS QD
BBS QF/2 configuration and designed for Sru" betatron
phase shift. Tha average call length ia 39.5 a, the
effective length of dipoles 4.6 a and of quadrupoles
1.6 a. The average radius of curbature in the arcs is
381 a with the bending radius in the dipoles 267 m.
The two rings require 732 dipoles and 348 quadrupoles.
The insertion aagnets, soae of which differ in length
froa the regular cell magnets, are included in these
Cotals.
The insertiona determine Che luminosity and ochcr
characteristics of the beam at the crossing points,
tha space available for experimental apparatus, and
they are tha location for beam injection/ejection.
The insertiona ara thus decisive for the usefulness of
the machine for physics experiments but at tha same
Ciaa they exert a aajor influence on design and performance of tha accelerator itself. Tha crossing
angle of tha standard insertion is fixed at 11.137
arad and the Cotal insertiona length is 283 a. The
free space between tha nearest quadrupoles available
for experimental equipment ia 60 a. Each half insertions consists of an 80 a long drift space,
interrupted by a longitudinally staggered quadrupole
doublet in the middle, followed by three half calls,
similar to tha cells in the regular are, arranged to
aake Che crossing eraaa dispersion free. The standard
insertion ia designed for tha beta values at the
eroasing point of 7.5 a vertically and 43 a
horizontally. The resulting interaction diamond
dimensions at top energy are-1 ma height and 26 em
length, besad on a normalized emittance of 15 x
10~ 6 rad.m. The luminosity of the standard insertion ia 2 x 10 3 2 cm2 sec"1 at top energy decreasing with tha square root of the energy.
Beaa Transfer
The ACS will serve aa injeetor of 30 GeV protons
for ISABILLS. The baaa will be ejected froa tha ACS
into the existing t7-line to tha north area by means of
« fast bunchad-beam extraction ayatea (Fig. 1). The
It-beam tranafer line transporting the beaa to tha
ISABELLE rings will branch off through an achromatic
2 x 10" bending section. Within this bend, Che beam
level is lowered by 1.8 a and is then directed into
either of the big-bend X and T line, each providing
almost 90" banding. Together the big bends are
roughly equivalent to half of tha ACS. All beaa
tranafer magnets ara conventional, with the big band
using combined function magnets. Power coaauaption ia
kept to a miniaua by limiting the vertical aperture to
about 3.5 cm.

Fig. 1

ISABELLE layout.

The beam is injected into the outer ares of
ISABELLE utilizing the free spacaa between magnets as
shown on Fig. 3. The beam approaches tha ring horizontally, about 2.5 cm abova tha median plane, and is
brought above Che injection orbit by aeans of a
sequence of horizontal deflections, provided by two

Fig. 2.

Lactic* and Xntartion Magnet Elements.

3 a long currant sapta and a 3 • long Laabertaon septua.
A short vartical tria (apttai and th« vertical fact
kickar bring cha baam to a vartical landing on the
injaction orbit aaar tha junction of inaartion and
regular arc. Tha septua magnatf will ba pulsed with
Billisecond pulaa duration. Tha faat kickar will hava
a rise time to full amplitude of 150 m a c to permit successive imartion of five pulse trains froa cha ACS
onto cha iaaa orbit. Oaiign of tha kickar, conceivad
<* a shutterlest device, it noat daaanding and modal
work haa baan startad.
At paak energy of th* proton*, about 40 MJ i«
itorad in aach bcaa. Sariona daaag* to vaeuua chaabar
and adjacent aagnatt could raault if control was loat
and the baaa hit* machine components. Therefore, the
capability for faat single-turn baaa extraction will be
provided. In the so called Q4 ejection schea* Ch*
kicker magnets are located in th* free space at Q6 and
Che first chin-septua aagnat unit starta downstream of
Q4 aa shown in Fig. 3. ejection ii vertical with the
baaa passing above 1 • below th* crossing point. The
transverse baaa diaansione ar* blown up to 37 ear* in
a subsequent defocssaing quadrupol* and th* baaa is
stopped in th* baaa duap, which initially is conceived
as a silicon* carbide/sand block, (3+3.5)n z 1.1a x 06a.
With a 0.5 aicrosac risetia* of th* ejection kicker and
a 0.3 a* septim thickness, a baaa loat of laaa than 5 x
10"* it expected. At full baaa currant th* energy
depotitcd on th* first fapttai will take it very cloae
to the thermal liait.
A related problem it th* enargy deposited in
superconducting <«*gn*ts by particles scattered out of
the septist aagnett. It hat been estimated chat
quenching of magnets by scattered particlaa can be
prevented provided that septua lostet of about
2.5 x 10 1 1 protona at 400 GeV ar* not exceeded. In
support of the ejection lyatea design, an AGS/ISABELLE
task fore* hat been tsaking a study of th* radiation
thraahold for quenching of superconducting magnate.*

Stacking and Acceleration
Filling Che ISABELLE rings with 3 A proton
currant will be perforaed by stacking in ooaentua
space, Che method which is used at the CERN ISR. In
preparation for injection, the peak rf voltage in the
ACS is reduced froa 300 kV to approximately 65 kV in
order to natch the ACS bunch shape to the buckets of
Che ISABELLE stacking rf systea. Tha ejected ACS
intensity is reduced froa the nominal 10 1 3
protons/pulse to 2.7 xlO 12 to optimize phase
space density (normalized tranavers* eaittance
15 T 10~° rad a and 1.06 eV sac longitudinal phase
space per bunch}. Eleven of the 12 ACS bunchea ar*
injected synchronously into waiting matched buckets of
th* ISABKLLE stacking rf systea. This procedure will
b* repeated until 55 of 57 bucketa present on Che
injection orbit ara filled. The injected bcaa is then
accelerated in energy, slowly debunched, and deposited
on the stacking orbit. Nominally 62 stacking cycles
requiring a minimum stacking time of 10 ain arc
sufficient to build up the total 8 A of stored beaa.
The largest aperture requirements, 67 mm at QF,
exist during beam injection. One stacking cavity per
ring operating at 4.45 MHz is capable of providing th*
maxiauB voltaga of 12 kV. However, a second wide band
cavity with 1.9 kV capabilities will be provided for a
longitudinal feedback system and could also serve for
supprassed-bucket operation.
In order to accelerate th* bcaa, it will ba
adiabatically rebunehed by another rf system operating
at Che third harmonic, f " 235 kHz. The third
harmonic was choaen in order Co provide the option of
bunched beaa operation and to parait synchronous beaa
transfer froa an optional stacking ring. The peak rf
voltage of 36 kV per ring will be provided by 3
ferrite-loaded cavities. The cavities ara driven
by 3 x 165 kW tubes operated aa cathode followers.
Acceleration time it nominally 8 min.
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Fig. 3.

Injaction and ejection component layout.

Vacuua Syataaa
In tba ISABaXLS rings, thara will ba e m completely
indapaadanc vacuia* systems." Ona, which operates in
che low 1O~H Torr region provides cha raquirad
clun environment for cha circulating proton beam. Tha
other system maintain* an inaulaeing vacuua of better
Chan IO~* Torr in tha tuparcondueting magnet
vessels, since ac thia praaaura tha haat conTaction
becomes nagligibla. Both vecuum systems for a full call
of magnata (6dipola» and 2 quadrupoleaj have baan
constructed, assembled, and caatad confixaing tha daaign
assumption.*
Tha major daciaion in tha daaign of tha UHV bean
vacuua eonaistad in opting for a wara-bora solution.
Going thia way made available tha information oa proton
storage ringa collactad at tha ISI thereby ainiaizing
Che technical difficulties and tha raquirad development
work. At an aarliar tiaa, aluainua vacuua tubaa wara
considered but latar on stainless steel tubat wara
adopted bacauaa of their lower secondary electron
emission. Saeically, cha baaa vacuim system conaiata of
a circular chaaber with inaida diaaater of 9.8 ca puaped
ac 5.5 a intarvala by titanium sublimation and ion puaps
ac 714 stations par ring. Thia arrangement haa
demonstrated to produce a hydrogen pressure of batter
than 3 x 10~ 1 1 Torr. Such a vacuum haa baan
estimated to ba adequate for operation when one
conaidera baaa life time due to nuclear scattering or
multiple Couloab scattering, bean neutralisation by
electrona from ionized residual g«e molecule*, and
radiation background.
The beaa tubea are fabricated from 304 LH stainless
steel with a 1.3 am wall thickness and H a
plated
copper layer. Appropriate surface treatments including
Argon glow-discharge cleaning and in-situ bake out at
about 2S0"C are expected to practically eliminate the '
pressure bump phenomena (with the ISABSUE geometry
allowing deaorption coefficients of 4 ) . Tha installed
beaa eubea are inaulated with 20 layers of crinklad
aluainiced Kapton and 16 layera of NIC2 superinaulation
filling tha nominal 1 ca between vacuua cube and cold
bora. Tha measured resulting heat luad flowing into the
4 K magnet cooling syatea ie leaa than 2 W per magnet.
The insulating vacuua ia maintained below the
IO~4 Torr limit by turbo molecular pumps, which
should be capable of handling saall He leak* aa long aa
thaee are below the detection level at room temperature.

Fig. 4.

Additional Helium puaping on cryogenic surfaces, to
which activated charcoal ia bonded, will be provided.
The vacuum vaaaela rely on a completely welded
construction with no gaakata and flanges at
cryogenic teiaperaturea.
Refrigeration Syataa
The ISABELU refrigeration syatem must function
in a variety of situations: normal operation,
cooldown, bake out of vacuum chamber, magnet quenching
etc. The syeteme raquireaenta are set by the normal
operating conditions with ell magnate excited to
full field. The design operating temperature for the
superconducting magnata ia 3.8 K with excursion to 4 K
permitted during ramping of magnet*. The most coat
effective system to obtain thia teapereture ia by
aaana of a single refrigerator utilizing forced
circulation of helium at supercritical pressure. The
helium laavae the refrigerator at a pressure of 5 atm
and a temperature of 2.6 K. The cryogenic
distribution system feed* each sextant at its midpoint
thereby cooling the 45 aagneta of ona half sextant in
serie* (Fig. 4J.
The estimated steady-state primary heat load at
4 K is IS.5 kU and the secondary heat load at 55 K is
36.8 kW. Contributions to the primary heat load
are made by tha superconducting magnets C33X), the
magnet power leeda (21Z;, the helium distribution
syatea (341), and refrigeration requirements of
experimental areta. The allowed load per dipole
magnet i* 4.6 » of which about 2 W ia due to the warm
bora. Measurements on the Engineering Teat Magnet
have demonstrated that theaa design valuaa can be
achieved at an inaulating vacuum below 10" 4 Torr.
Magnate and tranafar linaa have heet shielda as about
SS K, representing the secondary heat load. Ho
nitrogen ia uaed in the refrigeration system.
The refrigerator, vhich utilizes the Claude
cycle, ie designed for a 23.5 167 primary and 55 k»
secondary capacity, -.a., a nominal 25 kW total. Tha
magnet coolant ia circulated in an essentially eloaad
loop by a 3 kW centrifugal compressor operating at
3.5 K. The main refrigerator remove* heat from tha
circulating coolant in a eubcooler heat exchanger and
raplacea ga* diverted for cooling of the power leada.
The compressors will be of cha oil-lubricated
screw type, conauaing a total of 16 W electric power.
Two stepa of compression ara required with 20 parallel

Cryogsnic distribution systea.

unit* in the f i r s t and l i x In cha second stage. An
ordar haa baaa placed for Cha refrigerator, which la
ezpaetad co ba operational In September 1983.
Superconducting Magnet Systaa

for sextupole, octupole, and decr.pole, utiareae
quadrupoles w i l l have tria quadru. lie and decapole
c o i l s . Correction of the raadoa errora leading co
closed orbit deviations w i l l ba possible using
separately exicted dipole c o i l s located in the
quadrupoles.

Magnet Configuration
Magnet j?erforaance
Ttw aagnat systea w i l l ba superconducting v l t h eha
l a c t l c a structure aaaiaiing dlpola aagnets which ara in
cha ragular c a l l a 4.75 a long and operate at 50 kG Co
achieve 400 GaV baaa energy. The rtgular quadrupoies
ara 1.6S a In langth and w i l l oparata with a gradlanc of
6.14 IcG/ca. Thara w i l l ba a total of 732 dipolas (of
which 12 ara spaclal aagnets in tha Hatching aaetiona)
and 348 quadrupoles (Including 72 for tha inaartiona) in
both rings. Qtpolas and quadrupoles ara connactad in
sarias and w i l l oparata at a noalnal 3.9 kA. Dipolas
and quadrupolas ara s i a l l a r in daslgn. Tha oagnatic
fiald i s producad by superconducting braid which t o gether with spacar turns i s foroed into a single layar
c o l l vich an approximate cosina current density d i s t r i bution (Fig. S). Tha braid i s aade up of 97 twisted
oonposite wlras, 0.3 aa in diamecer, aach containing
about 500 superconducting Nb Tl filaments of 9 aicron
diameter. The nominal dimensions of tha bare braid are
16.3 m x 0.6 3m resulting in a f i l l i n g factor of 74Z.
Tha braid i s f i l l e d with aa alloy of Sn-3 wtZ Ag co give
tacchanical r i g i d i t y and i s insulated with a B-stage
epoxy-iapregnaced fiber glass tape Q.OS am thick. The
wires in cha braid hare a 0.01 aa thick Cu-10 wtZ .VI
jacket to decrease eddy current e f f e c t s . Tha short
saaple quench current of the braid la specified as
4.35 kA at 55 kC and 4.3 K.
The c o l l i s shriek-fitted into & cold laalnated
iron core. (Fig. 6) Tha resulting interference f i t of
about 0.1 an at haliua teaperatura provides cha
necessary precoapresslon of the c o l l , counteracting the
aagnatle pressure of about 4000 pal srimuchally. The
laminations are contained within an accurately machined
heavy wall s t a i n l e s s s t e e l support cube. End plates
welded to cha support tub* fora a d o s e d prasaure vessel
for containment of .he helium coolant. The aagoec
assembly i s aouaced in a vacuum) tank and thermally
insulated by ault'pla layers of super Insulation with an
intermediate ceaperature aluaintas heat shield (Fig. 7 ) .
The dipolas and quadrupolea w i l l aach have s e t s of
windings to provide complete control over Che working
l i n e and co correct errora In the f i e l d shape of the
nagneca. Dipolas w i l l be equipped with t r i a windings

Fig. 5.

Dipole c o l l cross section.

The decision of adopting a 50 kG design field urns
at Che time baaed on tha performance of magnets in the
original Mark series ( 1 2 . i ca c o i l l . d . and 4-1/4
length). The best performing aagnat in this s e r i e s ,
W-V, exceeded 40 kG on the f i r s t quench and reached
50 kG with few training quenches. 8 The saall number
of training quenches was considered accapcable and cha
desirable safety aargin was expected to coae from
lowering the operating ceaperature under 4 K and froa
conductor improvements involving additional heat
treatments and higher braid coapactlon. Magnets
subsequent cs ME-V served in the exploration of design
parameters and led to MK-XIV which reached che peak
f i e l d of 51.2 kG after 52 quenches, indeed aeecing the
50 f.0 design goal.
Construction of a full-aperature, full-length
industrial f i r s t c e l l (6 dipolas +• 2 quadrupolas) was
i n i t i a t e d in 1978. The results froa these magnets can
be summarized aa follows:
i ) In che average the dipole performance us* below
expectations with f i r s t quenchea at 37 + 1.8 kG,
reaching 42.4 + 2.7 kC aftar training. ~The highest
f i e l d of 48.5 kG waa measured in one magnet after
about 100 quenchea. The f i r s t quadrupole performed as
expected reaching the design current aftar few
quenches and a aaxlaiai of 4.5 kA. Tha second quadrupole was disappointing with a maxiaisa current of
3.7 kA.
11) The s t a t i c overall field quality ovar cha good
f i e l d aparatura of 3 ca seeas co ba accapcable with
dB/B - 3.2 x 10" 4 ras in the dipoles and dG/G •
6.6 x 10~* ras in Che quadrupoles (Che Colerancea
ara 3.7 x 10~ 4 and 8.8 x IO~* r e s p e c t i v e l y ) .
However individual harnonlcs, in particular che
saxtupolc component, are above their tolerance. 5
More definite staceaenes auat await further
aeasureaents on larger saaplea including chose with
long c o i l s . Race dependent affects are substantially
above colnrsncr and, if uncorrectable, would require
incrcaalng the acceleration time to about one hour.

Fig. 6.

lamination geoaetry (Olaenalona in am).

i l l ) Some of the dlpolea ware unable co abaorb chair
own energy during quanchaa resulting l a c a l l damage.
The haat deposition In cha superconductor la
conveniently expresaed by the integral / I 2 de;
Halting of f l l l a r aatarlal and degradation of insulation
la the aonofllar turna waa observed to occur at about

10 If azianthal quench propatatlon la
4 kA 2
coo slow, than coll damage dua to heating will

11 However, c o l l damage can aleo occur aa a
result of i n e f f i c i e n t e l e c t r i c a l Insulation leading to
arcing and It waa not eatabllahed with certainty what
caused c o l l damage on theaa aagneta.

A second lnduatrlal dlpole aarlea waa executed with
CuNl (lnatead of Cu) spacer mrna In order to accelerate
quench propagation. These magnata s s r e Indeed
s e l f - p r o t e c t i n g , but et the expense of reduced peak
field performance. A summary of aagnet performance l a
given in Table I In which the H e l d at the flrat quench,
3 l a c , che aaxiaum f i e l d reached 8^,^, and
the nuaiber of quenches required to reach 40 kC are
l i s t e d . For sake of s i a p l l c i t y , no d i s t i n c t i o n aa to
operating tenperaturc or coaling node a u aade In
quoting 3-uaxCorrective aeaauraa to laprove quench propagation
by a jiffcrent turn sequence ( e . g . as shown In Fig. 5)
have been subsequently suggested and are under
evaluation. Furthermore I t Is soapected that increasing
c o i l pracoapreaaion w i l l s i g n i f i c a n t l y laprove quench
propagation thua reducing l t a Importance aa paraawter In
the c o l l design. la any case, the use of active quench
trlggera would reaove the need for s e l f protection If
this proved to be incompatible with peak f i e l d
perforaance.
•tagnet

Tabla I .
Dlpole

•max

41.1

53.1

0

31.8

51.2

10

Comments

(kC)

Cu Spacer
CulCi Spacer

FUU.-APEKTUU MIKMETS
Flrat Industrial Seriea
0001

36.1

41.8

0002
0003
0004
0005
0006

38.5
37.4
38.7
37.7
33.4

41.5
48.5
39.9
44.4
38.4

24
4

Cu Spacer

3
2
-

Second Indue t r i a l Seriea
0007
0008
0009
0011
0012

24.0
25.6
28.6
29.2
29.7

40.0
39.9
38.1
39.0
44.5
RiC

XVI

29.3
36.9

XVII

MC-XV

57
-

25

CuNi Spacer
••

"

Series

45.2
45.0

22
19

Ti-rlch SC
SC wire
without CuNi
Cu Spacer
Cu Spacer,
Precompression

31.5

44.3

XVIII 32.4

SI.9

16
3

XIX
XXI

42.5
36.0

1
-

SC Spacer
Cu & CuNi

3

Spacer
Sam aa XVII
Same aa XVIII

Efforts

Substantial efforts tmve been aoblllzed to
develope an adequate understanding of the dlpole

#Q/40 kC

"1st
(k«

W-V
MC-XIV

Qtpola Parforunct.

39.8«
32.9

XXIII 31.2
XXIV

•Eddy currene Induced quenches noc counted.
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F i g . 7.

Isometric view of dlpolc isagnet aaueably.

limitations and to laprove the perforaance of tha
ISABELLE U | M t i . The laaattlata objectives are an
tncraaaa of cha field ac tha firac quench and of cha
gain par cralnlng step. Tha UO prograa involvaa small
seal* taaca, coll slsnlatlon experiments, and tha
COM true don of full-scala aagneta In cootlnuatloa of
eha Mark aarlaa. A dacailad dlicuaaion of tha prograa
Is beyond the scope of this paper, but one aey say that
tha aeln avenues of pursuit lead toward* laproveacut of
the superconducting braid, reduction of aachenical
disturbances, increase of aagnet stability, and
simplification of tha overall coll dcalga.

have exceeded the aythlcal SO kG value and are
comparable to the beat exestplea of the original Hark
series. Notwithstanding the recent success, it is
dear that aore work remains to be done to sort out
the relative laportanca of quench inducing
dlaturbancea versus aagnet stability and to optimize
the overall design. To suaaarizc the aagnec
situation, one can state that the original 40 kG is
solidly in hand and that the ongoing S*D prograa
stands a good chance of producing magnets capable of
pcrforalng at the 50 leG deaign level.
Achnowledteaants

Tha short saaple critical currant of tha unfinished
braid as delivered by industry la specified in the range
of 4.9-5.5 U i t S T and 4.2 I ( i . e . over 4.5 IcA at
55 '<G taking into account the field enhancement). At
Brookhavan the braid undergoes soldering, heat treatment
and rolling to dimensions which redacts the quench
current by several hundred aaparea. Procedures are
being developed to assure Iq (55 kG, 4.2 K) better
than 4.35 IcA. Tha use of Tl-rich superconductor haa
been tried, but degradation during rolling haa so far
nullified the gain in short-saapla current of Individual
wires. Elimination of eha CuJii jacket haa resulted In
improved perforaance but at tha expense of an enhanced
rate dependence. The paraaeter governing induced eddy
currenta la the interstrand resistance, uhich is now
Matured to bt about 5 aicro-oha i . e . , an order of
magnitude loner than in magnets of the original Mark
serle*. Metallurgical studies Identified cracks between
the superconducting wire and SnAg filler produced durine
rolling aa controlling tha inceratrand raslatance. It
is speculated that the low resistance braid could have
also sagnattc instabilities in addition to generating
eddy currents. Heat treatments to
develop a high
resistance braid have been found12 and will be
tested soon in a full size aagnet.

This status report uas prepared by the author
using Materials generated by the ISABELLE project
staff. The author would Uke to thank Messrs.
Bleser, Brown, Da hi, Foelsche, Johnsen, Sanford, and
Tannanbaua for direct contributions or helpful
contents on the aanuscrlpt.
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Mathoda to increase the aagnet stability are being
studied. Pertinent Ideas are helltai penetrating a
poroua coll, the use of Cu or superconducting spacer
turns, replaceaent of bifilar turns by thick braid
operating at half current density, etc.
Significant laprovaaants in the aaaufacturabllity
of the coils are expected froa a coll redesign.15
Potential advantages are:
1) an laproved quench propagation due to the
ellainatlott of quadrufilar ( i . e . superconducting plus
three spacer) turns,
11) the suppression of so called restarts (Fig. 5
shows 1 restart) through tha uaa of a thick wedge,
i l l ) and allalnatlon of hand insulation during coll
winding resulting in calls without turn-to-turn shorts.
A nuaber of segnets In the second Mark series :uve
been built and tested (Teble I). Creet progress haa
bean aade in undarataadlag the ISAUtLE aagneta. It is
aost encouraging to have again aagneta (Fig. 8) which

Fig. 8.

Training curve of MT-XVIII.

